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ISSUES TO BE DISCUSSED AT THE CONFERENCE
The Second International Scientific Conference on the “Legal and Social Aspects of
Upbringing in the 21st Century. The Treats, Hopes and Challenges” pertains to a socially
significant problematic aspects of the necessary changes in the process of child and youth
upbringing in the light of contemporary age challenges.
The conference encompasses a wide thematic scope. The topics relating to the legal aspects
of upbringing to be touched upon shall cover the topics of the pedagogy of law, legal
socialization, safeguarding the child’s rights in a proper way, legal regulations that guarantee
the child’s safety, and decent social being. The social aspect of the discussion topics will
mainly concern the threats to the child’s upbringing relating to the undergoing intense social
changes and actions undertaken in order to provide the sense of security in the child. In turn,
the philosophical and legal context will encompass upbringing toward values, so
indispensable for the proper social development of the children. Particular attention will be
paid to the prevention of risky behavior of children and youth.
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THEMATIC PANEL MAIN TOPICS
The Role of the State in the Social Life versus the Impact of Globalization on the
Process of Upbringing.
Education towards Justice and Rule of Law, Education towards Peace.
Safety and Welfare Sphere.
Children and the Youth within the Area of Social Life.
Actions by the Third Sector in the Interests of the Safety and of the Children and
Youth’s Upbringing.
The Social Prevention of the Risky Behaviour of the Children and Youth.
Students on Upbringing and Safety.

AIMS OF THE CONFERENCE
The aim of the conference is to initiate some reflexion of international dimension resulting
from the need of a more in-depth interpretation of the area relating to the issue of upbringing
(in the legal and social aspect), taking into account the threats for the proper process of
upbringing. These threats are originating from the changing reality of the 21 st century and
from the new challenges with regard to providing a sense of security. Considerations over the
issues as described in the problematic aspects of the conference ought to contribute to finding
answers to some questions the tutors, parents, entities responsible for drafting and
implementing legal regulations are faced with, and finally to questions the local and
international society is faced with, regarding the process of upbringing in today’s difficult
environment, in which the child grows-up.
The problem, how diversified in terms of topics that will be covered during discussions in
plenary sessions as well as during discussion sessions, will create an opportunity to exchange
information, disseminate research results and multidimensional cooperation between the
national and foreign scientists.
The conference will be interdisciplinary. The invitation to participate is addressed to all
researchers and practitioners interested, representing different scientific disciplines, who
undertake effort to upbring new generations and educate them, and who engage in the
activities that give rise to the issues among the society, that will be touched upon during the
conference. We do hope that it will also reach our decision makers responsible for creating
educational and up-bringing policy and the safety policy, as well as the students from many
fields of study. The meeting of the people of the world of science and practitioners, as well as
of the people representing the mature generation with rich professional experience, with the
youth on the threshold of choosing their own life path and the career path will create some
common ground for discussion. It will also deepen and popularise the knowledge among the
participants with regard to the threats and the ways of providing assistance, as well as
adopting multidimensional actions to prevent all phenomena that lead to perceptions of
insecurity in all aspects, and to promote positive values in children and youth’s upbringing.

LANGUAGES TO BE SPOKEN AT THE CONFERENCE: Ukrainian, Polish and English.
Simultaneous translation will be available during the plenary session.
Languages of scientific papers: Ukrainian, Polish and English.

Conference venue: Drohobych Ivan Franko State Pedagogical University, Conference Hall,
24 Ivan Franko Str, Drohobych, Lviv region, Ukraine

IMPORTANT DATES:
till 05.09.2019 applicants are expected to fill in online application form with the abstract:
Application form
till 20.09.2019 send the article to the organizing committee kpspddpu@gmail.com or upload
and attach to the online participant application form;
till 25.09.2019 organizers will send the successful applicants invitation with the
decision on their article’s publishing;
till 30.09 2019 pay the conference fee and costs of publication;
till 10.10.2019 organizers will send the conference program

PRELIMINARY CONFERENCE PROGRAM
Day one
08:30-10:00
10:00-10:30
10:30-12:00
12:00-13:00
13:00-15:30
15:30-16:00
16:00-18:00
19:00-22:00

Registration of participants
Opening of the conference
Plenary session
Coffe/tea break
Panel sessions
Summing up of the first day of the conference
Drohobych Tour "Places of Ivan Franko and Bruno Schulz"
Gala dinner

Day two
09:00-10:00
10:00-12:00
10:00-12:00
12:00-13:00
13:00-14:00
14:00-17:00

Registration of participants
Discussion panel for young researchers
Seminar on prevention of risky behavior of children and youth
Conference summary, discussion and demands
Coffe/tea break
Trip to the State Historical and Cultural Reserve „Naguevichi”

CONFERENCE FEE:
The conference fee shall be for:
 Participants from Ukraine – GRN450
 Participants from other countries – PLN100/EUR25
The fee covers conference materials, conference attendance certificate, refreshments
during breaks, gala dinner, Drohobych tour and trip to the State Historical and Cultural
Reserve „Naguevichi”.
Conference travel and accommodation costs are to be borne by the participants.

PUBLICATION:
The participants papers will be published in the monograph "Youth Policy: Problems and
Prospects" (ISBN) before the conference.
Cost of the one page PLN 5 / EUR 1
PUBLICATION REQUIREMENTS
The paper should be typed in a MS Word text editor, font Times New Roman (12) and should
not exceed 20 pages, including all parts of the text (title, author name, affiliation, abstract
and key words (in English and in paper language), main text (introduction, the Method
section, results, discussion and conclusion), tables, illustrations and references).
Language: The paper must be in English/Polish/Ukrainian.
References in the text: The references in the text should be cited according to the APA
style (see: Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association, 5th Edition, 2001;
see also: http://www.apastyle.org).
Also participants should publish the articles in scientific journal (having obtained a positive
review) “Zeszyty Naukowe PWSZ im. Witelona w Legnicy”.

DETAILS FOR PAYMENT
The conference fee is payable to the following bank account: Państwowa Wyższa Szkoła
Zawodowa im. Witelona w Legnicy, ul. Sejmowa 5A, 59-220 Legnica, No. 77 1090 2066 0000
0001 1802 0347, please write the participant’s name and surname with the following
annotation: II MKN „Prawno-społeczne aspekty wychowania” (Second International
Scientific Conference ”The Legal and Social Aspects of Upbringing”).
(Only for Ukrainian partisipants!) Учасники з України здійснюють оплату банківським
переказом за реквізитами: Дрогобицький державний педагогічний університет імені
Івана Франка, ЄДРПОУ 02125438, МФО 820172, р/р 31251352108508 у Дрогобицькому
УДКСУ Львівської обл., призначення платежу «За участь у конференції». Копію квитанції
про оплату просимо надіслати на електронну пошту kpspddpu@gmail.com

CONFERENCE INFORMATION MAY BE OBTAINED FROM:
Prof. Svitlana Shchudlo – e-mail: svitlana.shchudlo@gmail.com, kpspddpu@gmail.com,
(Drofobych)
Dr Oksana Zelena - +380975684422 (Drohobych)
dr Katarzyna Sępowicz-Buczko – e-mail: sepowiczbuczkok@pwsz.legnica.edu.pl
dr Anna Pawlak – e-mail: a.pawlak@vizja.pl (Legnica)

